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Juniors Coffin, McCann
Head Spring Weekend
By Fred Heiuenbuttel

Dogwood '67 will be under the direction of juniors
William Coffin and Robert McCann. The dates have
definitely been set for May 6, 6. and 7.
The chairmen ha\"c several
changes In the orring from last
year's Spring weekend. They
want to make the weekend
more accessible to all the stu.

"union William Coffin and Hobert Mc<:lann

dents and. ~n t.he hope of doing
so. th~)' will attempt to keep
the prlce of the package deal
Iw:er than that of last year's.
which was S25. 300 package

Completion Date: June, '68

Eleven Contractors Bid
Today On New Library
B)' S-olt PotMOO

Today, Mareh 1, is the date
for the opening of the bids for
the new Fairfield University
library tentatively schcduled
for completion June I, 1968.
Mr. John Dunigan, consulting
engineer, said that 11 contractors had requested pennis5ion
to bid on the new edifice. O!
these 11 it is uncertain as to
how many will submit a final
bid, but it is certain that the

ravorable timing will prompt
many to respond.
An early contract date means
the likelihood or continuing
\\Iork for the contractor
throughout the winter.
Originally scheduled COl' the
first or the year, the bid openIngs were held up as a result
of increased red tape in dealing
with a government agency
based in Washington. In the
past the university has been
dealing with the Federal Hous·
ing Agenc)' based in New York.

The prompt start and early
completion, budgt't pennltting,
would nUov.' for the transfer of
library materials into the new
facility beCore the start of the
summer school according to Fr.
Small, chid librarian.
The steel framed building
stands a I:;ood chance for completion on the target date, June
I. 1968. barring an)' work
stoppages caused by labor disputes. The possibility of a strike
threat exists because of contract expirations early next
year in key transportation and
construction locals.

deals will be available in com·
parison to the 250 which were
sold for Mardi Gras.
This will mabie 50 more
couples to attend.
1be weekend will begin wilh
the traditional Friday night
prom. which this )'ear will be
held at an enLlrely new location.
to be shortly announced.
Saturday will bring the afternoon Surf Party, while the
evening will see a concert by
El. star attraction. A post-concert
party will round out Saturday's
events. Sunday, an afternoon
event wlU brlnjt the ~'Cekend
to a close.
Chainnen Co1fin and McCann
hope for an enjoyable weekend
for all, and promise more details and definite announcements shortly.

By Dlutkl lUebardsoa

Mr. Nonnan F. Dacey, author
of How to Avok! Probate, spoke
at a lecture spon;oored by the
Bellannine Lecture 5eries and
Phi Kappa Theta fraternity, last
Wednesday evening. Mr. Dacey,
whose recent best-seller was at

"'larch,
According to Paul Greeley,
Govemment Vice President. petitions ror both Executive and
Legislath:e olJices are available
in the Student Government
otrice, and in R 420, or in G 312.
All petitions must be turned In
by midnight on Monday, March
6.
Candidat6 [01' Student Gov-

ernment President must be
members of the class or '68.
Vice-President - the c1tiS of
'69, and Treasurer - '68 or '69.
All must be Fairfield University
studeqts for the two consecutive semesters prior to election,
and must be free from academic
denciency, .....hich includes aca·
demic probation.

~
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the top of the list tor 25 weeks,
spoke on a subject "near and
dear to your lives your_
money,"
..... GooIo

In his lecture Mr, Dacey discussed Insurance policies, In·
vesting, and probate. For family
t1nancial planning he pointed
out three main goab: protection
Cor dependants, building emergency funds and establishing
long-term security.
He dispelled many fallacies
explaining that "lDClDey Is •
bad ln~·"tmeat." and that insurance policies shoukl. be used
only for protection, not for investment. He demonnrated, by
the use of slides, that under
many policies the heaviest bur·
den rests on the signer, One of
the plans, which Included retirement benetlts, he termed as
as "t1nancial monstrosity."
In~'Nttne"

Chu.s ReprClOentation

Rcpl'esentation in the Leglslnture will be as rollows:
Class ot '68: 6 on campus, 1
ofT-campus, 3 day hops, and 1
at·large representative.
Class ot '69: 9 on campus, 1
ofT campus, 3 da}' hops, and I
at-large repr('S('ntath'e.
Class or '70: 10 on campus,
3 day hops, and 1 at-large representative.
Campaigns may begin as
roon as nominations are closed.

dIM a, lloa oa
eo.. 01 CoecIDl:'aUoa wUl be beld MOD'
day ~ . Mardl . . .
Ooaap AIIlIho,....,
'I'be

the PI'OII ....

Best· Selling Author
Speaks On 'Money'

Elections
March 16
By "8)' Doolan
Elections for the executive
offices or President, Vice-President and Treasurer of the Student Government, as ""'ell as
for representatives In the Student Legislature, wllltake place
on March ]6.
ElecUon Chaac-e
Change In the I"I00Uon date
t'i the result of last. Thunlda)""
[Intendment to the constitution
to hold Government elecUons
durtnll' the first few weelul or

COEDUCAnON

/II" Xonnan F, Dace)'

TiplI

For investing, he recommended mutual funds and wamed
against trying to be a self·made
broker. He also explained a
plan or investing In which a
specific amount of money is
invested, rather than buying a
speciflc number ot shares.
Speaking of probate. ~.
Dacey said the best thing to
do 1;;; simply to avoid it. This
can be done by lettinll: trust
runds and having property in
00IIdllDe4 oa Pace 5

lHE

'age Two

STAG ... Controversy
if the number of letters published in recent issues can be any
critelia, the STAG appears to
have evoked large scale controversy by its editorials and columns. This would appear promising, but a closel' view of the
matter is disheartening.
The majority of the letters disagreed with our editorial views
and those of our columnists, but
many of these letters credited the
STAG with opening the door to
discussion. It is discouraging to
find that no discussion ensued.
Such important topics as civil
lights, war and peace produced
nothing more than a transient
outcry of an alarmingly small percentage of our faculty and stu·
dents. Intellectual debate on our
campus was not affected.

It is true that a few students
did attempt dialogue and discussion, but such a small number
cannot speak for a majority of
the community. Nor can these
dialogues compare with large
scale debates, A large, moderated
discussion can eliminate the prej·
udices, misinterpretations, and
enol', which so easily infest its
small, informal counterparts, and
can thus be truly intellectual.
We recommend that organiza·
tions such as the Young DemoCr:lts, the Young Republicans, the
International Relations Club, the
Y. 1. C., and the A, A. U. P. take
the initiative by sponsoring and
moderating formal, open debates.
The questions are of prime importance to our community; they
should not be ignored.

STAG

M.reh I, 19"

As a result of bombing, we have
weakened the North's military effort in
the ~outh and weakened theIr insistence
on war to such a degr<!f! that Hanoi now
ca lis for an end to the bombing as a
preliminary move towards negotiations.
England's Wilson advocates such an end,
Rus:o:ia's Kosygin demands It. And surely
an fOnd it must be, for the necessity oC
a nation to "save face" wlll not allow
Hanoi to respond to an "uIUmatum" or
a "pause,"
Now is the time to act, to bring our
bombing to a halt, and. to bring pressure
to the concerned nations and their good
offices by testing theIr convictions that
the CCtlsation of United States bombing
of the North Is the necessary act oC
"good faith" to precede negotiations.
Clearly the risks of America's cessation of bombing are great, yet more
clearly, the possibUities of peace rest in
a policy of cessation rather than continuation.
Sincerely,
Frank 8, Maco '68

• • •

Misrepresentation
To the Editor;

WVOF Lauded
In the midst of a communications gap on campus, WVOF, a
relatively young organization, has
taken the initiative to interview
several important University per·
sonalities,
Other student groups would do
weIl to take an example from the
Voice of Fairfield, which has im·
proved by self-criticism and re·

evaluation, thus effecting better
programming in the students' interest.
The S TAG congratulates
WVOFfor doing the job that they
have done with limited funds
and equipment, We realize that
they have not as yet achieved
Utopia, but their recent strides
al·e very encouraging.

Letters To The Editor
For THE STAG to function . . a news·
paper representative 01 the entire com·

munlty, letters are euentlaJ.
However, becaUfIe 01 lImlted "Pace,
THE STAG reque.t& that. every letter
no' e.xceed ooe type·writteo, double
spaced page. Io tbis way It wUl be poe.
lIible to re8ect dUlereat views OD various
campus subJoot8.

The COoEd's View
To the Editor:
It has come to our attention that
Fairfield University has been examining
the ramiflcations of co-educatlon. We,
as students of a Catholic women's college, would like to applaud and en:
courage your further consideration of
this pertinent topic.
Very sincerely yours,
Loretta UrbaczewUtl '69
EUeen CamUlo '69
Reynolds Hall
Albertus Magnus College
New Haven, Connecticut

• • •

Apathy . . . Again
To the Editor:
At last count, I understand the signers
of a petition for war were still steadily
expanding their number. One would
think, after a flrst .':"lance at their constantly spreading infection of war-mongering, that the very activity itself is
contrary to their usual state of apathy.
But looking more closely, we see that
their apathy stili has not been shaken
off. After all, just how much etrort does
it take to put a name to a piece of
paper? I venture to say that the majority of them do not have enough
conviction to man1!est It In any way
but a name on a scrap of paper. If they
do have this conviction, what Is 11 that

keeps them here at Fairfield? The purpose of this school Is to lcarn to think
and live as a Christian gentleman; however, for those so inclined, It would be
better for us and for them to betake
themselves to another school where they
are guaranteed a chance to learn and
to live as "real" men who are taught
to maim and kill.
From my elq)erience with them I find
that they are gullible enough to be indoctrinated into believing In the necessity of the chauvinistic myth of the
Holy-War-in-Defense-of-Amerlca-Against
-Communism. They have yet to learn
that they are being exploited by opportunists who are unconcerned with
the human sutTering they cause In Vietnam and the U.S.; opportunists who
would not think oC "embarasslng the
U.S. position in Vietnam," but who do
not scruple over engaging the US. in
an aggressive war, killing innocent
people and sending }'our bullet-ridden
body home to mother.
No, I am not a pacifist I am an exservice? (sic) man who now realizes
more Cully that Christ came to all mankind to give us His peace.
Aj2c Leopard It. SlmoPlJ
Replar Air Foree

• • •

Bombing?
To the EdItor;
We continue our bombing of North
Vietnam, but we have yet to reap our
reward'> from that policy.
The purpose of bombing can no longer
be viewed as a device to beat Hanoi Into
submission; secretary of State Rusk has
affirmed this. But our bombing can serve
as a device for bringing the war to the
table and to this end our bombing polley
should be directed - directed to a halt.

I cannot let thc Stac editorial about
the Youth Interracial Council pass with.
out comment. First, for the sake of
the school I hope that the attitude reofleeted In the editorial does not represent
a consensu!! of student thinking at Fairlield.
It is inconceivable that in 1967 any
one could seriously consider the civil
rights movement a "controversial mat·
ter" in the sense that the constitutionality and morality of our Negro citizens'
demand for equality is still in question.
In the name of reason, would you tell us
what is "controversial" and "delicate"
about the aims of the Youth Interracial
Council, whIch are "to aid in bringing
social justice and welfare through tutoring, panel discussions, and folk-slnging
groups?"
You do grave injury to your school
in such an editorial, for one gets the
strong impressiOn that Fairfield Is at
best on the periphery of the clvU rights
movement, quibbling about issues that
were long ago resolved in the courts and.
the halls of Congress. But I know there
are many at Fainfield committed wholeheartedly to interracial work, and their
motivation is Instinctively Chrl9tlan.
Sincerely,

Petition
To the Editor:
Concerning the recent "Petition for
War" I would like to make several
points. First, in the Feb. 15tll edition
of the STAG, Mr. Ralph KIster was
quoted as saying, "To offsct last week's
Peace Fast, we have drawn up a petition
for those who believe in the necess1ty
o( the Vi~tnam War." On the basla of
this statement, why would the leaders
of the petition say in this week's STAG
that "their main point was that the
petition was not an effort to protest the
rcccnt 'peace fast Y' "
Secondly, we might observe that these
leaders learned form the ''peace fast"
that group discussion Is an evil to be
avoided if one wants a unWed opinion.
After presenting their two statements
on the petition, they have said In this
week's STAG that, .. 'Because of the
actions of the past year whlch were
heavily anti-government in tone c0ncerning Vietnam, I feel that this necessitated a petition of thls kind' '!bey
all agreed that these 'actions' included
Cook's and Sorokin's lecturea (IQ tbi8
campus and the peace f8ll1." It aeems
that no consideration was given to those
students OIl c&mpUll who 8leDed the
petition and who have an intellectual
desire to investigate both sides of a
problem, I would not ·have liked to sign
a petition and have somoone add his
personal vIews to it afterwards.
Finally, I'd like to mention a recent
article in ''Whenever Poulble" wtdch
compared this year'!! petition and last
year's. They stated, "If their petitions
are relatively accurate meters for
gauging campus oplnton on tlle laue,
then the govenunent lost over 75 % of
its support at Falrfleld" I must DOte that
last year the petition was eirculated
room to room and a drop-off in slanen
was to be expected. I would lind this
large percentage a significant number
indeed.
Hopefully, Mr. Kister and his fo).
lowers will not force their views on aIl7
Fairfield students In this manner. Perhaps they should consider, not 90 much
what .they say on a controversial issue,
but when they say It.

Paul J, NacY

Sincerely,
WUUUU Luddy '89
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Famed Scriptural Authority
Speaks On Church Revival
Rev. George McCrea, S.J.,
was the first lecturer in a
Series of three lenten talks presented b)' the Spiritual Mairs
Committee, under Father Ray.
mond Bertrand, S.J. The subject of the lecture, g;ven on
Monday, was modem scriptural
study.
Cburcb Ke\'i,·a.I
Father McCrea stated that
there was now a "revival of
biblical studies and the church
in general" In eKPlalning this,
he gave two main reasons.
The first of these was the
discovery of the Dead Sea
Scrolls which provided scholars
an opportunity to read "dateable Jewish DocurnenU;" which
filled the time gap between the
\vriting of the two testaments
of the Bible.
The second reason Is the opportunity for ecumencal rooper.e.tion of scholars and "The
Church's olficial catching up to
the scholars." Father feels that

OR.IENTATION
All aopbomores IDWlII'MtecI
6lllD&' the po.tUolW
CbaIJ'm-.
aad
AMts&ala1

ill

o'

Cbalrmaa for next; 8epteal.
be:1I"1I Orieolatkm Week are
II'ClIU4!II1ed to )eave their
IlUDelI with Fr. 1IeIu)' M ....·
pby ill hill IYDl 08'k:e _yo
tame this week.

the "polemic" spirit of the past,
which resulted from the Reformation and its consequences.
caused the theolog)' to be left
behind the cultw-e, and be·
come "stagnant:'
It 15 to tJilil 8laJD&tlon that
lhe VatIc&D CooDdl a.ddJ'e.ed
1\0,1 "DeW atutude...
DemytbolOCUJDg
Father McCrea particularly
stressed the demythologizing
which "strips the New Testa·
ment of all its symbolism and
imagery, and brings it down to

'Sunday' Theme For
First Photo Contest
By .'red He!sMDbatlel

Fairfield University's first
photography contest Is now
under way.
It Is being held in conjunction
with the Bellarmlne Series and
was inaugurated at last week's
lecture by Victor Keppler of
Westport's Famous Photographers School.
Entry blanks are now available at both the campUS Center
olfk:e from Mrs. Medve 011' in the
otrice of Public Relations in
Campion Hall. Any undergraduate or graduate studi!Dt of Fair·
field University 15 eUgible to
compete.
The theme of the contest is
"Sunday:' All entries should be
a personal cxpress.lon of the
photographer's own interpretation of "Sunday:'
Mr. Kepler strHsed in his
recent lecture that no special
photo equipment Is needed
Black and white prbltl from
an ordinary box camera are acceptable.
The contest will be judged not
so much upon the quality of the
picture, but on how the subject

matter is expressed. Up to three
individual photos may be
entered, but they must be submitted no later than April 12.
Winners will be announced at
a reception on April 19, at the
Campus Center.
A panel of judges including
the noted Alfred Eisenstaedt,
''Ufe'' magazine photographer
of Sophia Loren, will award
the lst, 2nd, and 3rd prizes.

a mere existential confrontation with Quist. He said th;l,t
this approach is bad because it
rendered OuistIan re..-elation
unneccessary...

Commenting further Father
said that In biblical study it is
naive to think that anyone can
first read the New TtstllJnent
and undentand it, since it is
written fOIl' people with an entirely dlfI'erent culture and
mentality.
In trying to understand the
New Testament. though, he
pointed out that the gospels,
not biographical nor chemical,
are unique. They "'-ere written
almost two generations after
the historical events which they
describe. In that period, Fr.
McCrea pointed out, one major
event took place, the Re$ur.
rt!ction. Thus. much of what
lhey de:>crlbe could not be
understood when It happened,
but only later.
UDlque QaalJ~'

The wtique quality Is that the
gospels are written with the
Cull comprehension of the Ressurectlon. They become threeCold, and represent the stories
oC Jesus, the tradition of the
early Church, and the meaningfUl adaptation of the particular
evangellBt.
Fr. McCrea stated that they
should be approached as above:
"U we are stUdying them for
their historical merits, then .....e
are not studying them Cor what
they are:'
Famous Tbeolortao
A famed authority on Sripture, Father McCrea studied at
Weston College, Louvain, and
Cambridge Unh-crsity in F..arI)·
Chri!lt1a8 Antiquity.

By Hobert !tutldlX;k
The newly created post of
director of university relations
has been filled by Mr. Thomas
Donohue, according to a recenl
announcement by the Rev.
William C. McInnes, S.J., unl·
\'erslty president.
The office of unh'ersity rela·
tlons concerns itself with the
image oC the university, the
public response to the image,
and the long range financial
support of the univenoity. These
three functions relate dlrecUy
to the student and the education the student receives at the
unh·ers!ty.
Mr. Donohue expressed his

Fitting Fairfield Conclusion
Sought By Week Chairmen
By Pew Hearn
Senior Wee k co-chairmen
Peter O'Brien and Kenneth
Pavalonis are now in the pr0cess of planning a ~ that
promises "to bring the four
years at Fairfield to a fltting

and exciting conclusion."
1"he festivltJel will begin on
Thu.rsd.ay. June 1, and end on

Sunday with commencement ex·
erdses. 'Ibe first two days will
be exclusively for the Seniors
and their dates, while parents
will be included during the remainder.
AcUvlUelI

nance.
K~etb

Donohue Fills New
u. Relations Post

O'Brien And Pavalonis Head Committees

On Thursday afternoon a reception is being planned for
Seniors and their dates, while a
beach party has been scheduled
Cor the evening at a local club.
A formal dance on Friday
evening will highlight that day's
festivities, which also lncludes
a picnic and barbecue.
Parents will begin arriving on
Saturday, where they will ob$CITe the annual Class Day
ceremonies, followed by a lawn
buffet In the quadrangle. The
day will be climaxed by the
Parents and Seniors D ate

Semon

Mr. Thomu Boaoboe

Panlol1la aod Peter O'Brien

On SUDday. a Baccalaureate
. . . . wW be o.end, followed

by graduation lhllt

aftell'DOOn

hi

Alumni FIeld.
(Jomm.ltloo Heads

Committees are now being
fonned for each different affair.
Robert Mann is In charge of
the committee for Thursday
afternoon's reception. William
Mazzara and Thomas Hennekens are joint chairmen of the
surf party committee.
William Bokus and Stephen
Bokus head the barbecue arrangements, while Robert RoJlauer and Arthur Habcrbush
are in charge of the prom.
The lawn buffet commlttee is
belng directed by Anthony La·
Bruzza and. Dennis Shine, while
the Parent-Date Dance Is being
organized by Gerald Greely and
John Jopling. Robert Watson Is
chairman Cor ticket sales, and
correspondence and publicity is
under the direction of Caesar
DeIVaglio. The accomodation
commiUee is headed by Gerald
Ginley, and chairman for the
provisions committee is Paul
Garstka.

opinIon of Fairfield stating that,
"the university is exciting; the
word that can best describe
Fairfield Is motion:'
This motion is manifested
through the basic function of
a university, which is to supply
the student with the tools for
his Cuture. Mr, Donohue spoke
of a university as a toolbox for
the student. The student leaITIS
to think, speak, write, and locate the facts.
Concerning
the student's
role in c.riticism, he said, "Student criticism must be in good
taste, through the proper channels, and in areas in which the
student is competent to criticize:' The student bas a right to
contribute constructi....e criticism. He Curther commented,
"The aim or this criticism
should be for the re-study of
a problem and to call attention
to the students' point of view:'
Fairfield University in Mr.
Donohue's words. "has a good
reputation; it lacks a reputation of time but possesses a reputation of quality:' He continued. "Falrfleld Is large, yet
there exists a personal contact
between a studept and. 'alaal1ty
member."
Mr. Donohue fonncrly served
as director of development at
the College of New Rochelle,
and as director of development
and of public relations Cor the
Human Resources Research
Education Center In Albertson,
Long Island.

Many Fine Teaching
And Administrative
Positions Available
Public, Private and Collcg('
Regisler now for early
placement
Tbe

Oall')' Teachers' Agency
Of Jlllrtfo.rd, Conn.

Tel.

(ZOO) 525-2133

Member: National Association or Teachm-s' Agencies

~ge
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Theatre

':J..ortune'

Another Look

30

B1 Balpb K1lIter
"CONCERNING THE EMBRYO'S RIGHT TO LIFE"

Victor Arllolt! aliI!

Terr~'

Kiser :Ire Ilresentetl In n drllllllttie scelle of "Fortune alit! i\-[ell's E31es."

By Vlnoont Curcio

Every now and then in the
theatre you have the experience oC a play oC fair quality
so beautiCully performed that it
is unforgettable. Such Is the
case with "Fortune and Men's
Eyes," a new comedy-drama
about prison life now playing
at the Actors' Playhouse, 100
Seventh Avenue South.
Author John Herbert has
given us a work about a pair
of vicious homosexuals who attempt to Coree an innocent
young heterosexual (their new
cellmate) into accepting their
way of life. The main action of
the play is the detailing of the
boy's ultimate rejection of perversion and cruelty, a rejection
brought about by the love of a
fourth cellmate, a Negro mistreated by the unholy twosome
for his refusal to live as they
do.
The first act, though vivid
and witty, does little more than
establish the general atmosphere llnd the positions of the
various characters; there Is almost no thematic progression.
But that's of no great moment,

for in setting the scene MI".
Herbert has created, as the two
wicked homosexuals, the characters of Queenie, without a
doubt the llamingest faggot
ever seen on the New York
stage, and Rocky, a raw hood.
Under the expert direction of
Mitchell Nestor, Bill Moor
minces the part of Queenie to
perfection and Yictor Arnold
slinks and hunches his way
through Rocky with evil beauty, the result is that the audicnce is alternately rolling in thc
aisles and shuddering in their
seats.
.Beforc 1 went to sec the play,
I made a wager with myself
that there would be a scene in
which someone opens a book
and reads Shakespeare's 29th
sonnet, from which the play
gets both its title and its theme.
I won. Both the boy and the
play resolve themselves in such
a scene: the boy has been
leaning towards homosexualit~'
and makes advances towards
the Negro, who refuses him in
order to make him realize his
bask heterosexuality, The boy
becomes furious, but eventually
realizes that the Negro has
done this out of love for him.
How does hc come to this reali-
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zation? By the Ncgro's opening
up a book and reading the 29th
sonnet to hirn.
This type oC dramaturgy is
mechanical and lifeless. But
Terry Kiser as the boy and
Robert Christian as the Negro
act out the scene so movingly
that they cannot be simply
said to perform the text, they
iiiumine it. The interpretive
artists of the theatre can do
no greater thing.

ACtel' the play, a lady behind me said; "Isn't it nice to
find a man who can really
write a play?" Though the author shows promise, I think her
enthusiasms were a bit misdirected, I would say rather,
"Isn't it nice to find men who
can rcally put on a play 1"

Lately there has been controversy over the moves to liberalize
thc New York abortion law. Every state today has a law which
permits abortion to save thE' mother's life. This new law, the
Brumenthal Bill, would allow abortion when there is a risk to a
mother's physical or mental health, or danger of a birth of a
physically or mentally defective infant, or conception following
rape or incest, or I>regnancy of an unwed female under the age
of 15.
When and if this new bill is passed, the goal oC the reformers
is the ultimate leaving of abortion up to the parties exclusively
concerned: "For the state to force a woman to bear a child against
her will is ridiculous," Mr. Lader (pro-abortionist, Time Magazine.
Ap. 25, '65).
The Catholic Church holds that human life as a matter of
practical policy, must be rcgarded to begin with conception and
is sacred and therefol'C, beyond the judgement of man to extinguish. I firmly believe that the Church is correct concernin~
this matter and that is is necessary for all of us to sincerely consider such decisions as surround the abortion Issue; for soon we
shall be making such decisions.
Society depends upon us as much as our fathers. The world
we want for ourselves and our children, we must make. To do
this wc must keep what is good from the past and accept and
develop what shall be good for the future. A liberalization of thc
present abortion law would not be a benefit Cor our futurc.
For, when looking into the liberalization of the abortion law
and the rcfomlers who push for it, wc find a philosophy which
proposes that man should be free to intervene in the reproductive
process and put a stop to it at any stagc - a philosophy which
must consider the embryo to be no higher than a biological blob.
For, although "Science hasn't specified when the fetus becomes a person" (Mr. Lader), the hwnan life for practical purposes begins with conception. And a'bortion. 'besides the selfdefense to savc the mother's life, is murder of the human llfe of
the embryo or the fetus.
Concerning their designs, the reformers realize that their
major obstacle in making their evaluation of embryonic liCe the
basis of our law is religion, and, as It stands, the Catholic religion
In particular. Their attack begins, therefore, "The abortion laws
are a heritage of ecclesiastical history, based on religious dogma
rejected by most of the populatlon
. the real sin is the law
which demands an unwanted child." (Mr. Lader).
But when the values of human life are at stake _ no matter
in what stage, law must be judged by other criteria than Its mere
elfectiveness in preventing the Ibirth of an unwanted child. Law is
the voice of society's conscience, and every system of law should
therefore presuppose moral belief. So also here.
Human life is too sacred for society to encourage disrespect
for its womb in order to have abortions other than therapeutic
made legal. And society is too sacred to be endangered by the
loosening oC its con<>eicnce through the liberalization of its present
abortion law.
We must realize thc responsibility which the future holds and
be rcady to develop and protect thc conscience of our society. Wc
must further such social reforms as integration, and we must
protect the value of human liCe in any stage. The world we want.
we must make.

Flicks

'25th Hour' Shows
Stupidity Of War
By Paul Kemer.1$
Thc subject of "The 25th
Hour" is a simple Rumanian
farmer, Johann Moritz, who
between 1939 and 1949, is tossed
about by the machinations of
the war and war's aftermath.
An Aryan, he is first consigned
to a Jewish labor camp by a
local police chief who is jealous
of his wife. He escapes to be
hauled 01I as a Hungarian to
work in a factory in Germany.
A German officer then decides
that Moritz is one of the last
remaining members of an obscure tribe of Aryans, and he
is made an SS guard. He becomes a prisoner of the Americans whcn Germany falls, and
is finally put on the dock at
Nuremberg as a war criminal
because some Naz.i propaganda
publications had featured him

as a long lost minor god.
His wife, separated from him
all this time, has gone through
a similarly exasperating process, although her story Is
much less developed before the
camera. In the film's final scene,
husband and wife meet after
ten years. They can only stare
at each other without touching.
A newsman comes to take pictures and demands that they
smile, but they cannot. The war
has drained them of all emotions; they cannot even pretend to feel joy.
But this flirn is also a black
comedy which pits the colossal
Impersonality and stupidity of
war against the serenely simple,
llnwarilke man. It differs from
the "Pawnbroker", and other
lesser films, in that the thing
attacked 15 stupidity, not de-

pravity; and it is the regimented
stupidity of anybody in uniform, even the American occupation forces which appear
late in the film.
In comparing the Czechoslovakian "The Shop On Main
Street" to "The 25th Hour", it
is easy to see the chief wcakness
of the latter film. "The Shop
On Main Street" is a deeper
psychological study with much
more emotional and intellectual
force. Its Aryan hero first trIes
to ignore the black side of racial
prejudice: but at length, when
they start dragging olY the Jews,
he must face up to its lITatlon·
allty. In the end he finds no
escape from the emotional and
mental terror except suicide.
Johann Moritz of "The 25th
Hour" Is too simple to even
ConUnued on Page 5
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Something To Say
For some absolutely abstrUSe reasons to me, a number of my
most dear and closest rriends and enemies bave suggested that I
give my most wonderfully perceptive and acute critical mind a
permanent vacation. Whereupon, they presented me with a full
expense paid, one way plane ticket back to the refreshing beaches
of the beautiful Sahara (they couldn't be conventional, Melvin,
and to the beaches of Miami send me back?). Along with this, I
was endowed with a wounded World War n parachute and a
magnlflcentl)' wrapped Boy Scout water canteen with a slow leak
and a broken shoulder strap. After discreet deliberation, there
sUlI remained in my mind the slinky suspicion that these gifts
might not have been offered in the best interest of my well-being
(upon stating this decision, however, my benefactors severely
criticized me for thinking that their motives were anything but
altruistic).
Nevertheless, in an attempt to please my benevolent admirers,
I have reluctantly decided to infUet paralysis on that discerning,
nippy critical side of me and to try my hand at humor. Of course,
I had no trouble getting my hand to try this literary device but
my typewriter (which I now affectionately refer to as "Ara Arrogant") staged a three day fast in opposition to the whole Idea.
I really can't blame it, though, for not wanting to type humor. I
suppose that It's just a biting, caustic, taut, dirty, mean, old typewriter by nature. However, I finally got It "keyed" up on the Idea
and it agreed on a "one COIUnUl trial basis:' Consequently, the
humor expressed b)' Ara in this column ls his own and In no way
reflects the opinions of the typist.
I just happened to be reading through the Saint Patrick's
Cathooral Bulletin (everybody's doing It these days, you know)
and I couldn't prevent my admittedly weird sense of humor from
ce:r,g entertained at a number of Items that presented themselves
In an amusing light. The layout of the bulletin consists of twenty
four pages, eleven of which contain seventeen advertisements. I
am not saying that there is anything really wrong with this. However, what did come to my mind as I was bounced from spiritual
words to advertisements was the anger of Christ upon finding the
moneylenders in the temple.
What ls amusing about these advertisements, though, is not
that they arc in the bulletin, as I say, but where they are situated
and how they are worded For example, one ad reads, "May you
all be In heaven five minutes before the devil knows you're dead."
This is an advertisement for "Charley O's" restaurant. It goes on
to stale, "Wide open Sunday for :My Merciful Brunch:' The last
"'ords Charley O's leaves us with are the tempting ones, "Solkl
drink and good food That's my theory."
There is another advertisement that simply states, "John and
Thomas Hairdressers:' According to the rest of the humorously
worded ads in the bulletin, it doesnt' seem as though poor John
and Tom are going to get too much business from their humbly
worded public notice. No imagination! Perhaps if it was worded
something similar to, "Ladies, come In at 9 and be out in time for
Benediction," then business might really pick up.
Some other Items of interest are found under the column
headlined, "Events of the Month." It appears that on the twelfth
of Fehruary there was a Mass for the Catholics of the Brewing
Industry. Tt is rumored that His Eminence Francis Cardinal Spell.
man was quite impressed by the attendance of aU those former
Fairfleld University students who are now employed (in one fonn
or another) by the Brewing Industry In the greater New York
area. Well, it the Siag Alumni couldn't kick the old habit of
ncedlng a good brew, at least they're stili going to Mass.
Well, Stags, you really can't blame .. guy for trylng ro give
hl~ cohunn the old humorous touch. HowC\'er, C\'cn under all the
pressure exerted b)' the scribblers for the "Fairfield Free Pre1l&"
(who Ilre actual!)' after our jobs) and who only come oat from
underground "whenenlr nec--.ry," tbls columnist .WI iDteDcb
to 5i,,~' aoo\'o ground and be counted, to continue to 51p bIs Dame
to what he writes and In so dolnl'. eoatlnae to accept tbe ftIllPODsibllif)' of bearing the bQrdeu tbat come wttb bavlDc K&ted bJI;
opinions.
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Movie Review

Perversions Pervade 'Girls'
By Ray Faber
Andy Warhol's ''The Chelsea
Girls" is a very powerful motion picture. It is an "under·
ground" movie (made at a
minimal cost, with non-professional actors). In the course of
four hours, various rooms in the
Chelsea Hotel are shown on a
split screen, so that two rooms
arc shown at once. The dialogue
follows one of the rooms for a
time, then goes to another.
About eight rooms are shown in
all and though what goes on in
each room is different from
every other, in each room there
persists one constant characteristic - the total absence of
any true love relationships. In
the place of love an! many perversions. And)' Warhol has
shown us the multiple perversions in our lives in a most
terrifying manner.
The first scene is of a beautiful blonde, her husband, and
their son. There is love In the
family ties here, but it is completely overshadowed to the
point of mockery by the woman'~ continual looking In a
mlror and trimming her bangs
for about half an hour. Her
nardssim renders her Incapable
of partaking In any true lo"e
relationship.
ConfCMJon

JX!ro!ive the stupidity raging
about him. A psychologist would
be stopped cold by lack of material. He is reminiscent of the
cow that Fernadel dragged
over every battlefield of World
War II in the French film "The
Cow And I", oblivious to the
soldiers preparing to butcher It,
following whoever pulls on the
halter.
There Is, however, an intellectual haunting the film.
Drawn to represent C, V. Gheorghiu, the Rumanian author of
the 1950 novel on which the
mov\e ls based, this character
attempts in vain to protest the
same regimentation and absurd-

ities that Moritz passively accepts, Resigned he finally commits suldde, clutching a final
protest letter in hls hand, not
terrified of irrationality but disgusted with it. But unfortunately this piece of IntellectualIsm Is only a subplot and Is not
pushed to any heights.
.. Anthony Quinn pla.y;s Moritz
and is only good In a undemand·
Ing role. The character Is passive, and the emotions simple,
Quinn must act even more
provindal than usual. Any
ZOrba-like zest for life which
Moritz possesses boils slowly
and infrequently. Of course this
ls all the plot's fault and not
Quinn's. Virna Lisl as his wife
is not seen orten and does not

\Vedne8day, ~Iarch L
Ad Hoc Publications Committee Meeting ., ... Campion
Conference Room, 2:15
Philosophy Department Lecture
" ., Canlslus, 107
Chess Club
,
, Canisius 102, 3-5
Film Society Movie
"Bank Dick" and "Horse Feathers" Gonzaga Auditorium
3:30 and 7:30, $.50
Way of the Cross
, .. ,
, Loyola Chapel, 6:45
Thursday, j\lareh 2
Ecumenical Conference
President's Conference Room

2:30

FridlL)", Marcb :s
Movie: The Professionals
Gonzaga Auditoriwn, 7:30
Westport-WEStport Community Theatre
"Dock Brier' & 'The Lover"
Playhouse, 8:45
Satunla)', Mareh ..
Basketball
"., Assumption College, Away
Glee Club Concert ., Xavier High SChool, Concord, Mass.
Westport-Weston Conununity TIleater
"Dock Briefs" & "The Lover" ..... ", Playhouse, 8:45
Sonda)', Man::h 6

Glee Club Concert , .. ,.,.

Cardinal CUShing College
Brookline, Mass.

Marriage Conference
Class of '67
". Regis Visitors Lounge, 8-11 p.rn.
iltonday, lUlU'ch 6
Coed Forum
Gonzaga Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, March ,.
Bellannine LectUI'C
Kurt Waldhclm Gonzaga
Auditorium, 8:00 p.m.

mesage is clear: these tennants of the Chelsea Hotel are
a microcosm of our society, and
our society. does not love.
Towards the end of the movie,
some of the scenes are in color;
these are especially striking,
highlighted by a sequence of a

The next scene may be the
most powerful In the movie. In
it a )'oung girl "goes to confession" to a man who was once in
the seminary. The "priest"
eventually ~ Into a 8t of
rage and slaps the girl ferociously wheD she begins to talk
about God. Religion, with Its
belief in an all.loving beinr. has
no meaningful part in these
persons' lives. The girls comes
to the "priest" because she say"
By Benoit PolMon
she is in love with a Catholic.
History and government maAs the scene ends, the girl Is
jors will be taking their regiving the "pl'iest" a shampoo
quired oral examinations on
using n bottle of beer a
Monday, April 17. The successmost secular baptism in a cubiful
completion of these exams
cle of hell.
is a prerequisite for the graduIn other rooms we see ampheating seniors.
tamine injected into anns sa
Abllll)' Te8u
that hell can be made bearable.
Dr.
Mat
the w McCarthy,
Homosexuals tor t u r e each
other; sadistic and masochistic chainnan of the department of
lesbians exhibit cruelty that Government and History, has
stressed that the orals are derocks our seD5eS. Hate and
signed to test the abUity of the
tettor abound.
students "to think conceptually"
This hate and terror amount. alxlut our historical heritage,
to an artistic mastt'rplcce. Th~ . The ·Facufty·i!I ·aiming to- de-.:
termine how the student haS
gro....."J1 intellectually beyond the
~ulred curriculum,
The history majors are given
display any ablUty until the final a reading list the summer prereunion scene when both she ,':Ious to their senior year. These
and Quinn sparkle, The rest of lists arc centered around the
the cast ls filled by relatively D. C. Health & Co, series.
unknowns as there are few Problem.. In American and
European Hbtol';r, which repreroles of any size.
sent the major theses ot both
The director is a Frenchman,
Henri Vemeull, doing his first civilizations.
More Elrecth'e
Engl1sh language ftbn and,
neither in his work or In the
A written thesis was n.'Qulred
settings, are there any compel- of each senior history student
ling strokes of cinema genius. prior to 1965 when the oral
''The 25th Hour" Is satirically examinations we r e Initiated.
worthwhile as the blind ma- This change was favored by
chine of war chokes on a lump both students and faculty as a
of clay. But its essential weak· more effective means to make
ness is that ''what war does to history "three-dimensional."
A cooperative approach is
a lump of clay" is tragic and
all - but It does not provide seen as the best technique for
an outstanding amount of tOCMl preparing for the orals, accordfor thought
ing to Dr. McCarthy, He com·

25th Hour Continued
{lonUnued from Page 4

Cal,endar of Events

man on an LSD trip that is
nothing less than psychedelic.
A meaningful artistic achievement has come from the under·
ground It will be interesting to
see how and If Mr. and :Mrs.
America respond to Warhol's
horror show,

History Orals
mented that history should be
talked about and discussed
rather than simply memorized.
HClLvy Load
Many students feel there is
too much expected in a very
short time, especially in light of
the normally a.dequate work·
load and other requirements
for graduation. The history department's goal is to Integrate
the required authors theses into
the history and government
curriculum throughout the
course of four years in order
to spread out the ....,ork load.
Professor McCarthy pointed
out. that tl'ie oralS were CODceived to alleviate one basic
problem: a bibliographic weak·
ness. Students will be required
to show a basic knowledge of
interpretive history and the important historians who ha"e
contributed slgni.ll.cant Ideas.

Best-Selling
CODttnued from Pace 1
the hands of an intended beneficiary before you dle,
DlsUngulshed Flnaneler
Mr. Dacey, who is a flnancier
from Bridgeport, served under
Eisenhower In the department
of Psychological Warian!, and
later worked closely with the
Anti·Trust and Monopoly committees in Washinton. He spoke
to about 350 people, most of
whom were area residents, in
Gonzaga Auditorium.
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More Letters To The Editor
Y I C ... Nausea
To the Editor:

or all the articles and colwnns whi<:h
appeared In the February 15th issue of
the Stag, th(! most nauseating one was

the editorial concerning the Youth Interracial Council. The abns and activities of
this worthwhile group were distorted
and misr'epresented. The entire editorial
was based on the false premise that the
Council voiced a particular political view
which was not representative of a "total
consensus" (whatever tbat is) of Fairfield students.
The Youth Interracial Council does
nol put (orth a particular political viewpoint. The group Is composed of many
individuals who are united in purpose
but whose views rencct all shades of
opinion. The Council has made a continuous ctrOTt to insure that all views
are represented and the liveliness of Its

discussions attest to the success of this
endeavor.
The editorial contained an underlying
hypocrisy which was mirrored in the
author's contention that ''we do not

question what they stand (or" bUl the
runds and name of Fah1\eld University

students should not be associated with
the group bccaUS<! it Is involved in a
controvcrsial matter like civil rights.
Such a statement even contradicts one
of the tenets of this University's inadequate and obsolete Credo which
states: "We arc vigorously opposed to
all forms of 'racism' - perseeution or
intolcrance because of ruce." Docs not
Y. J. C, through its tutoring, panel discussions, and singing groups, promote
this ideal? How can a two hour tutoring
session possibly be an espousal of a particular political view!
Although I am not a member of
Y. t. C. t think this group Is already a
credit to the name of Fairlleld University in the Community.
Sincerel)',
.Iamea .I. Al8nun, '88

•

•

Doody Delayed
To the Editor:
Following the basketball game on
February 15, in New York, due to unforseen circumstances, I was unable to
return to the campus at a reasonable
hour. In order to notiry the prefects of
the situation, I dialed the switchboard
number. After several futile attempts
at this, [ had the operator check for
a night or emergency number, only to
discover that none was listed. With
great reluctance, I finally had to disturb a fellow student, at 2:00 a.m., in
order that he might noury m)' prefects of my circumstanCC!.
Although I was not faced with an
cmergency situation, 1f OM should
happen to arise, and SOmeone had to
contact a student, [ should like to know

NOW

PLAYING

BOTH

m.w.y

exactly how a telephone call wouJd get
through to the university late at night!
I certainly don't expect my parents and
relatives to memorize the unlisted night
number for Fr. Gallarelll's office.
It is my opinion that if the switchboard cannot be operated with any
amount of eft'iciency during the night,
an emergency night number should be
listed in the telephone director')·.
Sincere!.) ,

Puzzlement

I urge you to carefully consider pro
and con of the issue and ask yourself,
"00 I need co-edueation to attain my
goals," and "Will co-educatlon add more
to the school than detract from il."
Respectfully,

To the Editor:
After having read Rev. Richard R0usseau's letter in the February 23rd issue
of the STAG calling on us for a reasoned debate of Vietnam without "name-calling and motive-questioning," I happened upon Mr. Den:m't article. My first
reaction to the colwnn was puzzlement.
I could not understand Mr. Deren's pur.
pose in writing it.
My guesses were either that:
1. He is using the STAG to woo Pearl
Buck fans; or,
2. He is planning to be a script-writer
for a new afternoon drama series
called, "As Hanoi Burns"; or,
lastly,
3. He is serious.
While not follOWing the method of
Cartesian certainty, (for who could extract a "clear and distinct idea" from
such an emotion-packed portrait?) I
concluded, even more perplexed, that
my third guess was the most probably
correct.
After reading this column and a pre·
vious one of his which attacked (or,
should I say, slandered) President Johnson on personal grounds, I can only say
that it is most unfortunate that Mr.
Deren lends to interpret world affairs
in an emotional and personal context.
I say it Is most unfortunate because
this Is a university, and STAG is the
voIce of the university students. A university should and must be a place for
"reasonable discussion" and not a platfonn for . . . well, read the column
and decide for yourself.
Sincerely,

Robert Goodman '69

• • •

lUchael .I. Doody, .Ir.

God aud Mankind

• • •

Maintenance
To the Editor:
Your editorial and accompanying cartoon about the "inexcusable amount of
time needed to dear our walks" was
well said. Salt and sand seemed to be
consp:cuous by their absence, especially
when water on the sidewalks froze.
In his interview, Mr. Moloney, Director of Maintenance and Security, stated
that "car removal was a problem In
clearing the snow." [ think the residents
of Regis Hall can take strong exception
to this statement, since all but a few
cars were moved from the parking lot,
enabling the Maintenance Department
to plow the area. I think that the students living In Regis will agree that,
despite their efforts, neither the lot nor
the circle were very well cleared.
Many students feel that the Main·
tenance Department Is at fault, while
in your editorial you blame the Administration. Needless to say, someone Is al
fault for the situation, which cel·tain!y
should be rectified. As one student was
heard to comment: "Who do we call to
report a snowstorm!"
Sincerely,
John F. Be.nnett '07

• • •

Co-Ed Trend
To the Editor:

To the Editor:
I think l\1r. Deren's article (Unfinished Business, STAG, 2-23-67) is a UU1y
beautiCUl piece that is at once a poem
and a prayer. Poetically it weeps at the
death of Peace and Love with each
death of the war. Prayerfully it begs
God and Mankind, '''This is happening
now; please let it stop!"
It is sad that we can anticipate that
many will give only a superficial reading
to the article, and so will seriously misunderstand it. The piece does not favor
any faction in the political question of
whether any faction is justified in taking
up arms. It condemns the war as a
whole (cf. Vatican II Constitution on the
Church tn the Modem Wortd, Part II,
ch. V) and prays for peace. XTin and
Nyam (read "Christ and Man" Q!' "Lovel'
and Warrior"J, aside from their obvious
-"ymbolic meaning, are a reminder for
those who may need It that humanity
docs not stop at th~ seventeenth parallel.
Those who will be made furious by the
article might be likened 10 Nyam.
"Nyam, fiushed with anger, stepped up
hi.<; pace as if trying to escape [rom
hi~ .<;hadow'· (who is Love).
There will be some who will wish that
1\11'. Deren had expressed his view in a
more erudite manner. While this may be
true of some minor points of grammar
and syntax, it would be very easy to
destroy the simple beauty and universality of the piece b)' literary stylizing.
The emotion that the article evokes (In
those who will allow themselves to be
moved) is, I think. the appropriate emotional response to the thought that
people are being brutally killed In a war
that shouldn'l be happening.
In Love and Peace,

THEATERS

Conn, Pod Shopping
Center Milford, Conn.
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To the Editor:
I would like to publicly thank and
congratulate the students of the Classics
Department for their fine work in the
preparation and presentation of the
..\deIpboe on February 12 and 20. Their
production of the play was a job of
which both they and the University can
be justly proud.
Sincerely.
Dr. VlDcent I. Rosh·a.ch
Assistant Professor
ClassiCs
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Fairfield University is distinguished
among colleges all over the nation by
the fact that it is an all male institution.
The trend is definitely away from this
type of education in favor of co-educatlon. However, the truly fine educational institutions of higher learning
such as the Ivy League schools arc not
Jim Connoll)' '87
integrating only because the other
schools are doing it.
Fairfield draws fro.;n all over the nation. especially the Mid-West, because
it is a male Jesuit institution. Without
this distinguished trait, Fairfleld will
fall into the rest of the pack of colleges
(Next to Howard Johnson'l)
and universities searching for the all
important prestige, but never being able
4
BARBERS
to distinguish itself.
Fairfield is a comparatively new uniSpecialty - Ratorcun _ Flattopi
versity, and is in the proceu of building
a fine reputation. I do not want to sec
78B POST ROAD _ FAIRFIELD, CONN.
an ambitious administration destroy our
individuality with
rash ~d~"~b~,o:n~lo~'n~·:-~:::::::::::-

MIllerd
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tegrate, especially if It is against the
"ote of the student body.
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Senior Awards Change Ambitious Program
Studied By Personnel Dept. For Film Society
By Daniel Rlehard1lon
A change in the senior class

awards usually given late In
;\Iay during Senior Week, Is
being studied by the Student
Personnel Department, under
Mr. Robert K. Griffin. The
awards, scholarships, and fello....: ;hips given to deserving
students on Class Day may be
announced earlier in May.
Mr. Griffin stated that under
the present s)'stem these awards
are confen-ed at a time "when
nobod)' is around," and "Iea\'e
nothing behind for students to
strive for."
The change, he said, would
afford many more students We
opportunity to know about the
achie\'ements of these seniors
and would "provide an impetus
to competitive students and be
morc meaningful to the recipients."
Mr. Griffin Iilso fccls thaI
those juniors and seniors who

received recognition in Who'
Who Among American Upl.
\'crsitles and Colleges., n'Ught
receive some kind of formal
recognition by the students
here_ He stated lhat in the
past these appointments ....'ere
"just stufIed in mailboxes."

Film Classics 0/1930
Presented This Week
The Film Society's selection...
this week are hack 1930 comedies which in this day and age
have become lilm classics. In
"The Bank Dick" W. C. Fields
accidentally captures a bank
robber and for a reward Is
made a guard at the bank. "The
great man" in this fUm Is in
perhaps his best form. "Horse-

Seminar Offered
By Fr. McInnes
A free, non-credit seminar
titled ''The Meaning of Modern
Man" is being otrercd this semester by Fr. McInnes. Pref;ident of the UniveNilty.
lbe seminar, which will meet
for nine Thursdays at 7:00 p.m.,
will explore the contributions
of the sciences, the humanities
and modern experience In forming a student'S view of man.
Discussions will be held on lhe
scientific man, the literary man,
the >iOC1a1 man, the historical
man, the business man. the

In speaking to the Dean, Re\-.
James H. Coughlin, Mr. Griftlin
learned that Father agreed
with lhe "overall thought of lhe
proposal," but Mr. Grifftin
stated that lhere would probably be no change made this
year.

fealbers" Is the Marx Brolher'£
comment on campus life. It
opens with Groucho being installed as the president of a college, and I don't believe I ha\'e
to say more. These tums are
worthwhile not only because
they are sure fire to put you on
the floor laughing; but they also
give you a taste ot the very
very funny bad jokes which
vaudcvlllc producod, these '30's
fllms immortalized, and which
now have somehow disappeared.

philosophical man. the lheological man. Participants will be
eXl>ccted to draw on their own
academic and social experience
In attempting to draw a synthesis of knowledge regarding
modem man and his place In
society. Student members will
lead the discussions,
No tuition will be charged
and credit will not be given.
Applicants are limited to SeniOI'S. Interested students should
appl~' at lhe President's Office,
Canisius 101.

"Who knowl what evil
lurks in lhe heart.

or mea!"

On Feb. 13, new officers of
the FUm Society were elected

for lhe next t...., o semesters.
The new officers are: President,
Richard Downey '68; VicePresident. James Dirksen '68;
and secretary, Robert Ritz '68.
It was decided to hold elections
at lhis time to provide for a
period during which ex-President Ray Gaboriault '67 will act
as advisor.
With the elections of new
officers came new poll c y
changes. According to Richard
J)(no.'JIey, films for this semester
will be shown on Thursdays
rather than Wednesdays, in
order that more students can
see the fI.1ms without jeopardiz_
ing their studies. There will be
two showings of each film, ooe
in the afternoon and the olher
at night.
Mr. Downey has t .....o aims in
mind. First, an afternoon showing will enable students to see

The Fairfield University II·
brary has received over 100
titles on the ecumenical move·
ment from Dr. H. Parker Lans·
dale, General Secretary of the
Greater Bridgeport Y.M.C.A.
In a letter to the Very Rev.
William C. Mclnnes, S.J.• Dr.
Lansdale expressed the hope
that these materials would help
establish ". . . an Ecumenical
Library to be used by the stu·
dents at Fairfield University
and the entire region." The
Y.M.C.A. head said that "we
need some place to house aU of
the relevant materials that are
being developed in our generation and my hope Is that this
can be done by Fairfield Unit
\·er:.;ty:'
Thanking Dr. Lansdale for
his gift, Father Mclnnes noted
that lhese materials make a
significant contribution to the
ecumenical collection already in
the Unh-ersity library which
holds, among other items, a
complete file of lhe of!klal,
numbered publications of lhe
Faith and Order Conunlssion of
the World Council of O'IUrches
as well as the complete library
of the church unity periodicals
collected by the same commfs..
sion.

Cor. Pod Road
and South Benlon
Fairfield, Conn,
Phone 259-6472
•

••••••••••• •••••••••
For Road Service

,\'1'

Class Of '70
TIDl BOOKSTORE

.~oothall

Jerseys Now III Stock

436.

Library Receives
Ecumenical Titles

ACKLEY'S ATLANTIC
SERVICE STATION

ATTENTION!

lhe fI.1ms without breaking up
their study time. And secondly.
It will provide an opportunity
for professors and commuting
students to see the fUm. It is
now hoped lhat day-hops will
be more disposed to remain
after classes to see these films.
A schedule was also decided
upon for lhe month of March.
As of now it includes films by
such actors as W. C. Fields,
the Marx Brolhers, O1arlie
O1apJain and Humphrey B0gart. A complete schedule will
be published shortly.
The Film Society, in undertaking its most ambitious program to date, hopes that more
students win join the club in
order to achieve a greater understanding of the medium of
the film. All those who are
Interested in the club should
contact the club officers or
write to Richard Downey, p. O.

• The Paulist Father is a modern
min in every sense of the word. He
is a man of this age, cognizant of
the needs of modern men. He is
free from stifling formalism, is a
pioneer in using contemporary
ways to work with, for and among
100 million non·Catholic Americans, He is amissionary to his own
people-the American people. He
utilizes modern techniques to fulfill his mission, is encouraged to
call upon his own innate talents to
help further his dedicated goal.
• If the vital spark of serving God
through man has been ignited in
you, why not pursue an investigation of your life as a priest? The
Paulist Fathers have developed an
aptitude test for the modern man
interested in devoting his life to
God. This can be a vital instrument
to help you make the most impor·
tant decision of your life. Write for
it today.

Tune.Up Is Our Speciality

•••••••••••,c"" •• ·•·•••••
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E. Carolina - Easy Mark
Stags Rout Pirates, 90-67
B)' 1Ucbard Peck

Intramural Standings

Fairfield jumped off to a com·
manding lead and went on to
overwhelm East Carolina 90-67
in the New Haven Arena before
a sparse crowd of 1,200 cus·
tomers.

2.

The Piratc~, a. member 01
the Southcrn Conference, came

3.
4.

Team
I.

North alter an bnpreul\'c vic·
tory o\'e.r NCAA toume)' boua.d
l'lfTlnla Tech. Their slow dOM'll
!i1)'1e " . . expeeted to botber

5.
6.

7.
8.

the Stap,

However, East Carolina's poor
ball handling, teamed up with a
tough defense by Fairfield made
a shambles of their slow down
tactics.
Arter six minutes of dull play
the Stags had moved out to
13-3 lead and the ensuing rout
was apparent.
The t"fI'ort of Bridgeport's GlU')' Baum went for
Bill)' Joaes lIOOred on tilb drt"inc- one baDder.

oaup.t as

Stag Tracksters
Look Promising
6)' ,Iiru

M~11!>OO

A \"astlJ Impru'-ed Fairfield
University ~ck team, under
the leadership or Coach Nick
Giaquinto. wlll ]begin practice
this week. The Stags, whose
schedule is still incomplete, are
ficlrling n learn with a mixture
of veteran lettermen and some
promising sophomores.
The cast of returning lettermen will be headed by captain
Bill Koscher. Bill and Jim
Grushow are the mainstays of
Ihe distance department and
will be helped considerably by
Joe DeCrease and George Train.
Jim Garrit.y, along with Mike
Maloney and Steve Carre, hend
the sprinters. Soph Mike Kenefick and Frank Mandicinl are
the leading contenders for the

quarter and half mile respec·
tively. This group also forms
the nucleus of the relay teams
and looks especially good in the
440 relay.
Fairfield has high hopes for
the field events. Norm Balthasar and muscular John Mezzanotti will carry the load for
the Stags in the shot and discus
departments.
Metcoric Jim Dennis and Bill
Dodwell will aim sky-high for
the Stags in the high jump and
pole vault. In the remaining

GREEN COMET
DINER
"TOPS IN TOWN"
90 Kings High.....ay Cutoff
Fairfield, Conn.

368·9471
Take Connecticut Thru.....ay
Exits 23 or 24

field evenb. broad jumper !)eD'
nis Galimba and javelin thnw,er
Bill Cibulsky supply the power
for the Stags.
The Stags, who were winless
last year, look good on paper
this year and should win more
than their share of meets,

Solid passing and team play
gave Fairfield easy shots which
enabled them to pile up a 35-10
margin after fifteen minutes ot
the contest
As the Stag substitutes began to enter the game, the
Pirates managed to close the
gap so that the score read 43-23
as the ·half came to an end.
The romp continued in the
opening part of the second penod with O1arlie Phillips and
Larry Cirina doing the bulk of
the scoring.
The game dragged through
the final ten minutes as Fair·
fleld's second and third units

Frosh Overhaul
St. Thomas, 103-81
By Bill D'ALhmandro
In another amazing ell'ort the
freshmlln blLSketbail team Iwept
Into high gear and roared past
St_ Thomas l\lore, a prep-&ebool
(rom Rhode bland, 14)$..81.
Coached by Nick Macarchuck,
a former Stag basketball great,
SL Thomas began the game
with the intention of running
on the Stags. From the opening
tap, both tearns attempted the
fast break. Hov..ever, after five
minutes the pace gradual]¥.
slowC!d down. During this spurt,
Frank Magaletta whipped off
sixteen points and the frosh
were out in front to stay.
lIojo Contro~ Boards
Ken
Hojnov.'Ski vlrtualQ'

BRIDGEPORT
MOTOR INN
Kings Hi9h.....ay, Rt•. l~
Exit 24 Connecticut Turnpike

367-4404
A CONVENIENT STOP
FOR YOUR FRIENDS
AND RELITIVES

Just 5 Minutes from Campu!
Recommended by AAA

owned the defensive boards as
he grabbed rebound after reo
bound and quickly fed his
streaking teamales Ken Yerlng
played an outstanding half for
St. Thomas. hitting numerous
jump shots and finishing with
21 points for the nighL His
effort did not halt the Stags,
however, as they led a t hal!lime 46-36.
The first twentY minutes were
just a preview of what was to
come. The Stags began the next
stanza with some fine shooting
and ball playing. Surprisingly
aggressh'e on defense, the frash
forced St. Thomas to lose possession on wild passes and often
stoic the ball right from their
hands.

Campion 4
..
Regis 1
.
Campion 2
_
_ .
Campion 3
_
.
Gonzaga 2
_ .._ ..__ .
Loyola 2 _ _._. ..
Gonzaga 3
__.__..
Regia Ground
_._ .
Loyola 3
__ _ _ ..
Loyola 1
_.._ _ _ .

9.
10.
It.

Regia 3
_ _
Regia 4
Regia 2
_
_.......•._
Gonzaga Ground
Gleam&ry Sem
_._

12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

..
.
.
.
_

Gonzaga 1 ....._._ _._.

- .......

Pet.
1.000
t.000
.857

Won-Loat
7-0
7-0

6-1
5-2
5-2

.714
,714

3-2

.600

4-3
4-3

.572

.572

3-3
3-4
3-4
2-4

.500

.428
.428

.333
.222

2-7

1-5

.166

G-7

.000
.000

o-s

matched scores with the Pirate
front liners.

added in thirteen, including a
brilllant five for five effort in
the initial stanza.

Bill McCann broke the Kazee
scoring mark as he tallied
eight markers in the fll'll8l seven
minutes.
Charlie Phillips showed some
sensational shooting as be hit
on ten of fifteen attempts from
the fioor enroute to a twentyfour point effort. Bill Pritz

Larry Clnna contributed 14
to the Stags victory, Bill Jones
and Art Kenney each gathered
in a game high total of nine
rebounds.
Jim Cox paced the Pirates
with seventeen points, fourteen
of which came In the limal
seven minutes.

SUMMER STUDY FESTIVAL
G. W. POST COLLEGE
"NEW DIWENSIONS IN LEARNING"

OF LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY
MERRIWEATHER CAMPUS
Ad"'iuion open to .,isitin9 ,hld.om f,Ofl'I .c.e•..Iit.d ,ollagel
Acul.r.f. your dag'•• pr09r.", .t tlMo 21O-.1c•• umpill .I'd enjoy
• fftti...1 of Ii... fy counel, inf.'Mti"g people and ,timulating .,H"i.
tia., ,wimm;"9.
bowling. ftIe l. J. Felti... 1 of A.b.
NM.by
he W.atbvry MU,H; hir, Mi...ol. Thutr., JonI' Buch
M..i". Th..tr., It.t. p."'. M.chi"g, golf COUfl.S .nd mUS'umS. Man·
is
hour .way _ I'
the f.bulous H.mpton•.

'....,is, rid,,,,.

.r••

""'H."

.r.

0'"

UNDERGRADUATE COURSE OFFERINGS
liberal Arts and Sciences, Pre-Professonal. Pre-Engineerng,
Business .nd Educ:aton
GRADUATE COURSE OFFERINGS

In tne GradlNte Schools of long Island University:
8+oIog_1 Scleft\*., hsi_ Acf"..inistr.tioft, eMmistry, Eduulio".
M.",._n. &tti_ln" En'il1ilh, Foroign l.ngu.ges, Guid.nu .nd
CounMIn'il. )iiltory. lib,.ry $elenee, M.tlno $c:lenee, Math.m.liel,
Music idltC'fio", Physics, Porltie.1 $eionco, Soelolo9Y, Sp..c:h.

$44 per credit
Spaeious New Residence Halls

Apply lOW for TWO SUIIER SESSIOIS
June 26-Juty 28 and July 31-Sept. I

Day and Evening
Admiuion open to visitin9 .ludenll from occrocli,.d

Col10901.

GlbboAa Stan

For .ddition.1 i"fotm.lio", ....mm.r bulletin .nd .ppliuton.

Onoo again, Wa)'De Glbbon.li
put on a show tor the fans as
ho r~lcd off tweh'e straight
IJOln1& 00 full court drl"ee and
deft steals. RIa hJP·arcblng,
/jOl~ libot plainly demorallud St.
Thomas. lIS he eoded up "itb
aRne SS polnt8 for tbe nlghL

plloM 15161 MA 6-1200 or m.il coupon

Frank Magaletta played another fine game, as he completely tore the St. Thomas defense
apart with his rebounding and
scoring, ending up with a gamehigh of 41 points.

P.o. Gr • .,.... t•• L I.• N. Y. 11541

o
o

Wom.n'l R••id.n<:e
Undorg••du...

o

O.y

H.II
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0 toA'''·1 R"id."u H.lI

06t.du."

0 Mning
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Add,...
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Magaletta, Gibbons Lead
Frosh Over V.B., 105-97

Time Oul
By William D' Aleaaandro
The Gloriow Quest

By FA Wllllam!l
The

fre1itunan

basketball

team. ted by the fine play of
Wayne GIbbons and Frank
MacaJetta.. won their ninth
pme of the year, defeating the

UDl'"en;U)' of Bridgeport 103-91.
ThIs also marked the fifth game

La whkh tbe "Baby StaJrS" ha\'c
,",rpaIIlIed the century mark.

Early Lead
Sammy King and Ed Beaudreault sent Fairfield out In
front In the early minutes before the Purple Kni~hts could
get on the scoreboard. For the
next five minutes, both teams
had trouble finding the scoring

range. U. B., relying on the
shooting of Jack Lipson and
Rufus Wells. closed the gap to
13-10.
At this point, Wa)'oo G1bbonA !letlled hl8 team down
and started to put on his own
Idtow. With nine minutes left
la the half. the Stagf4 lengthNled thelr lead to 28-17, Dur·
Iq thlll spurt, GlbboM IICON'd
nve ba8kets and B8shded on two

athen.
As both teams headed for
the locker room, the Stags took
a 51·37 lead with them, as they
"hot a hot 20 of 34 from thp
noor. The Purple Knights had
a poor 14 of 38.
The Stags came out where
they left off at the start of
the second stanza. Gibbons once
again tossed In two Quick out~
side shots and a palr of free
throws to start fhem rolling.
Magaletta Stan
Frank Magaletta also played
outstanding ball in this half as
he began to hit his jump shot

\Vayne Gibbons twists and 1:lItn5 for two 1)011lt5 :IS St. ThOln.llli
More phlyetl< walch hf')plessI3·.
from the comer and al;:;o took
control of the boarns for the
Stags.
With six minutes remaining in
the game, Stag Ken Hojnowski
fouled out of the game and the
Purple Knights started to close
the gap. They narrowed the
margin to 87~81 on the fine
shooting of Mike Maniscalo and
rebounding strength of 6'5"
Jack Upson.
lIow6\'er, this was as close as
they were to come. "Bear"

JlIllg-aletta took control and
came back with 1hroo quick
ha....kC'ts and the Sta!:s rolled
on t.o \'Ictory.
Magaletta led all scorers for
the night with 39 points. He
was followed by Wayne Gibbons
who poured in Z7 and played
one of his finest games of the
year. Gibbons also combined
with Sammy King, to constantly
bother U. B. with their outstanding hustle and defensive
playing.

SPORTS PERSONALITY
By Ed WIJUlUIL'I

Paul Gartska is the ,'ersatHe
cateher on this year's baseball
team and the three year veteran was recently named co-captaln of the rejuvenated diamond
perlonners.
Paul was a sports hero al
Cathedral High S c h 0 0 I in
S p l' i n g fie I d, Massachusetts
where he played both baseball
and basketball. He was primarily an outtieldel' in high school
but has proved to be b<!st qualified behind the plate for the
Stags.
Dennis Rudie, shortstop fOl'
the Stag nine, feels that Paul
is "one of the calmest members
of the team, never losing his
coot" Noted for his speed and
agility' on the base paths, Paul
is always ready to streak for a
stolen b~ should he receive
the green light.
Garstka is in n unique pOSition as far as the team's history
is concerned, being a member
of the stagnant teams of the
past and now making his diamond experience felt in the new,
winning look that characterizes
the youthfUl team. He anticipates an improvement over last
year's team, with the hope of
"better than a .500 season and
possibly a post-season tourna~
ment."
The reserved senior contribu-

It sulks just behind the blaring sight of the Met·
ropolis. In back of the blinding lights of two-bit novelty
shops, with a dim marquee that barely protrudes onto
8th A venue, Madison Square Garden is a dump, a
murky arcna, breathing its last gulps of polluted air.
But it is, in its sinister way, the epitome of big time
sport.
It was nice seeing FAIRFIELD vs, ST. BONA
written on the face of the old place, there for anyone
to see. The fans had traveled a long road to get here;
from Buffalo to Rhode Island, from Worcester to Philad~lphia, following the Stags, searching for the big
Will; big enough to shake some ignorant wliters and
selection committees off their infallible thrones. And
they knew that light here, in the Garden, was the
single place where, despite any previous mistakes a
team could win praise that would mean something
which would spread farther than New England, and
last longer than their next game.
That night, as against St. Pete's and Rider, in
Rutherford and Providence, while the team struggled
to mount an offense and reeled from a scorching Flial'
attack, came the same plaintive wish for a defense a
zone or a press. Surplisingly the press eventually ca:ne
and very nearly the victory. But not before I overheard
a couple of New Yorkers, afiicionados who dropped in
for the night, and whose o.pinion was going to be so
important, say of the Stags, "This team stinks."
It wasn't the loss that hurt so much. Heck, any
team can beat any other one. It's been happening all
season. Nor was it the failure of that enormous final
effort that fell so barely short. It was the fact that
something was missing, other than talent or guts, something which could provoke such a remark, which could
enable the contest to go unnoticed in Sports Illustrated's
Basketball Week, and which could allow the Stags to
slip out of New York still searching fOl' the big win in
the Bigtime.
After the game, too disquiet to sit through another
contest, the fans left, filtered into snack bars and, more
often, into bars, or wandered down Broadway. There
you could see the blight red jackets of Stags making
their way among theater crowds that were loitering on
the street during intermission. ]n a short time part of
that crowd would be fans visiting the big city for the
N.I.T. One Stag ran into a group of guys among which
there were members of his basketball team.
"Are you from Fairfield 1" a player asked him.
"Yea."
"Well, Fairfield stinks," the player said.
In that meeting lay, perhaps, an inkling to wh;y
the Stags kaleidoscoped through this tour and de~
fracted their game into a display of individualism.
There will be more crucial games next year,
against the most bitter of rivals and against teams that
dwalf present ad\'el'saJies. All the potentialities are
there and the illusive tournaments ride close on the
heels of a bigtime schedule. In time the Stags will gen~
crate a spirit that demands attention. Hopefully most
of us will make use of the opportunity and foster it.
Meanwhile we will tag along waiting for that
magic moment when, with all college basketball watching, they begin to I'un down court grinning from ear
to ear.

SEBRING INT'L GRAND PRII
Private Party Flylag To Sebrlag Florida
"'-ad Return From Bridgeport. Seeks Pa88cagers To Shart'! Expenses. I.eav.., Mareh
31 A.d Returning April 2.
Evenl.gs~ Call 255-1977

-

Palll Gartska

ted heavily to the success of
last year',;; intramural championship team from Campion 2.
He quarterbacked the C-Men's
powerful gridiron squad to an
undefeated season and proved
a key asset in an unblemished
basketball record. This year he
has added his hustle and spirit
to the McPeak(!'s Raiders from

Gonzaga 3 where he is a
denl prefect.

stu~

Presently an economics maJOI', Paul hopes to attend Columbia Business School after
graduation. If his outstanding
record at Fairfield is any indication of later success, then
Paul's future happiness Is well
insured.

FAffiFIELD LAUNDROMAT
POST ROAD, FAIRFIELD
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Stags Thump U. B.;
Kenney Leads Attack
By RJcbanl Peck
A

superlative effort by Art

Kenney highlighted Fairfield's
86-65 rout of the University of
Bridgeport \...efore a packed
house in the Stag Gymnasium.
The Stags, displaying a fine
team effort, overcame the Purple Knights' stubborn attempt
Cor an upset In the first half,
and rolled up the count in the
second period before the start·
ers gave way to the reserves.

Power Memorial beld UB',
leadtng IOOrer Gary Baum In
(';heek for most of the Dlebt.
aill Pritz, the commander
general of the explosive offense.
tallied fifteen markers and set
up many more as he weaved
his way through the Knights'
defense. Bill Jones, who tallied
sixteen counters, was the leading scorer in the Fairfield
triumph.
What made Ute StagS oon-

Kenne)' Stan
Art Kenney dominated both

quest of the Purple IlnlChtll 80
sweet were pre-game conunenbl

bac1lboa:rlb, grabbing twenty·
two ClU'oms and coutrlbuted fit·
teen poin" to paae the otrense.

by Bridgeport Coach Bruce
Webster that be felt hlB cbal'l'eH
werc at that stage of de'l.'clop·
ml'nt where they were read)' to

In addition the redh4'ad 'rom

Stags Downed
By St. Francis
St. Francis College of Loretta
(Pa.) enhanced Its chanC6 for
an N. t. T. bid with a hard
fought 85-75 victory over Ole
Stags.

The Stags battled uphill
throughout the initial period
closing out the count 36-M as
Charlie Phillips dropped in
twelve markers.

Big Larry Lewis led the
Frankies with spectacular work
around Ole basket. The &-7 soph
grabbed 20 rebounds and added
29 to their winning etrorL Nonn
Vanlier and Lenny Murray contributed 25 and 21 respectively.

After dropping behind in Ole
early minutes of the second
halC, Fairfield battled back to
trail by one 62-61 with &e\'en
minutes left.

The "Red Rocket", O\arlie
Phillips, paced Fairlleld's at·
tack with 22 while BUl Pritz
and Larry Clrina, hitting on
medium range jumpers, each
popping In 16.

However, a tip in by Lewis
and two fouls by Vanlier enabled the Frankies to buUd up
a comfortable margin. S1. Francis, connecting on se\'cnteen of
nineteen free thJm.\.'S in the
closing minutes, iced the \·er·
diet.

lake 011 the Slap any Ilme. He
weat 011 to deecrtbe tile Srae
IQ'III . . . . . . . . of bUqalt)·...

The flrst half was a nipand
tuck affair as the Knights battled back each time the Stags
threatened to break open the
contest.

A field goal by Gary Bawn
wlOl nve minutes remaining in
the fint half knotted the contest
at 22 all. Fairfield quickly explo&d for eight points. Art
Kenney popped in a rebound, a
three point play by Bill Jones,
Bill Boyd's free throw, and a
diving lay up by Bill Pritz gave
Ole Slap a 3().22 C!dge,
VB managed to regroup its
forces (lad hold off the siege as
they trailed 34-28.
The Stags' spurt at the opening of the second half burled
the Knights for gocx1. Bill
Pritz's three points, coupled
with Bill Jones' two double--<leckers, overwhelmed UB as Falrfteld pulled out a 13 point lead.
Following Joe Fauser's jump
shot, Art Kenney added an easy
lay up after grabbing a rebound and Bill Jones hit on a
twisting, tuming drive to up the
mar&in to ~. The Stags continued to roll up UB after Gary
Baum's field goal, Bill Jones
added a three point play and
Bill Boyd added a diving lay up.
If UB didn't have enough
problems Otarlie Phillips began
to catch fire after a cold initial
pe,lod.
WIth Fairfteld in command
72-50 and only ftve minutes left
In the contest Coach George
Blsacca unleashed his Razes.
Jtaze's bnpre..h'll
Pete GWen .et .. abort Und
Kue record or lob: polIIIta . . did
Ted. 8otiasky. The erowd also
appIaodecI wildly . . .lim Dennis
coatrlbated ... Irst lIIeld goal
01 tbe aeuoa to the Sta&' ,ole·
tOr)'.

The loss dropped UB's record
to 14-9 while Fairfield lifted its
season's mark to 11 wins
against seven losses.

Art Kenne)'. in his fln;'lit performance or Ihe lM"&SOD, SA UD.
('ontested as he banks DIU' In lor n quick MoCOrf'.

C-4 Downs C-3

For 7th Straight
By IUehard. BenaMskl
1D intramunJ
buketball.
Ca.m.pion 4. deIea&ied • weakened
to stretch tbelz DIlbeaten
litring to se"en games. Rep I.
which was idle lasl week, reo
mains as the only other nnde-.
fested learn.

C-'

C-4, remembering its upset
football loss to C-3, went out on
the court with revenge on liS
mind, and took an flarly lend
which they weN! never to lose,
C-3, without captain Mike Gnn-

Freshmen Bounce
Quinnipiac, 109-88

Bill Boyd barrelll up the mJddle OD a slz:r.1lDg underhand
layup In the Bridgeport game.

In the latest outing to date.
the Stag fl'Osh outclassed a
game QUlnnlpiac team 109-88.
The Stags opened up a quick
4·0 lead and despite numerous
walking violations, streaked to
5S-40 bulge at intermission on
the strength of Fl"ank Magalet·
ta's 26 points.
Ken Hojlnowskl opened up
the second half with four quick
points. A brace of scores by
Wayne Gibbons and a driving
I a y u p by Frank Magaletta
ripped the count to 70-49 with

fifteen minutes remnmmg,
Quinniplae rushed back to
wilhin thirteen points midway
through the half but Magaletta
and Gibbons took over nnd INI
the Stags to victory.
Magaletta continued his torrid shooting pace with 40 points
followed by HojnowskJ and
Gibbons with 24 and 21 reo
spectively.
The frash are now 11-3 on
the season and meet Assumption in the final game or the
~ason Saturday night,

non and ace Bill Cronin, was
at a severe disadvantage.
Campion 4's potent attack
overpowered the "Burnsmen"
and the outcome was never in
doubt. "Phleuge" McAuley's
game high 17 points for C3
was offset by the welJ-balanced
attack of CA, as the entire
team scored.
G·O WbUJ Flrst
J n the battle 01 tbe ceUa.r·
dwellers, Oonuca GrotlDd elim·
lnated \he Glenmary Sern1nar1.
ans' pla)'-olf hDpelt,
N·ll.
'"FN'd" Waring led the G-G at~
tack with 13 points, whl1e C2Iet
Artieschievsh scored 3 baskets
for the future priests.

In the Regis Ground and L0yola 3 batlle, the seniors from
Regis turned a strong second
hair into a 46-38 victory over
the flno freshmen. Behind 24-20
at the ha1r, R-G outscored the
frash 26-14 In the first stanza.
Bllly Egan and Tom Hennekens
combined for 36 points ror R~.
while "Tiger" La Jeuneuse
poured In 10 for the losers
Palmer Stan
Co2 defeated Regis 4, 5446,
moving past Campion 3 for undisputed third place. BWy Pal·
mer led the Costello Men with
20 points, while Qmck Angelo
connt'Cted with 20 for the losers.

